PRESS RELEASE
Sandra Morton announced as Executive Vice President of ANI Networks
ANI Networks announced today that Sandra Morton has joined the company as Executive Vice
President. Since joining the company in August 2006, Ms. Morton has been tasked with
validating the underlying business rules of ANI Networks’ internal and external information
exchange systems and processes. With that complete, Ms. Morton will now expand her role to
work with all internal departments to implement the company’s strategic growth and expansion
plans.
Ms. Morton brings over 20 years of experience to all aspects of customer care, provisioning,
revenue assurance, network billing and systems integration as demonstrated by her leadership
role in customer care system integrations of the Verizon, MCI/Worldcom and Wiltel
acquisitions.
“I am very excited that Sandra has joined ANI Networks.” says CEO Gary Fry. “I have worked
personally with Sandra as a colleague and as a customer. I believe the addition of Sandra to our
management team further demonstrates ANI Networks’ commitment to the wholesale market
place and serves as a strong indication of our plans for aggressive growth and expansion”.
“I am very pleased to join the other fine telecommunications professionals at ANI Networks and
look forward to growing the wholesale carrier business and surpassing our competition in all
service areas.” said Sandra Morton of her new position.
Prior to joining ANI Networks, Ms. Morton held various management positions in the Carrier
Division of Verizon Business (formerly MCI/Worldcom) leading all aspects of customer care
management, as well as similar roles with the original Wiltel and industry pioneers, Telesphere.
About ANI Networks:
ANI Networks is a privately held, facilities based Communications Company servicing the
wholesale long distance voice market, both Resale and Carrier. With facilities and clients on 3
continents and a vast domestic Feature Group D Network, ANI Networks is a premiere partner to
the companies in the wholesale market place with a focus on traditional voice services. By
utilizing the efficiencies of next generation VoIP technologies with in its own network topology,
ANI Networks has the flexibility to adapt to ever changing wholesale market conditions and
regulatory capitulations, resulting in operational stability and economic longevity for its
wholesale clients.
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